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Abstract
The relationship between private security professionals and the military in Israel is complex. While there is growing attention to the fact that security and military actors and their activities are becoming increasingly blurred, the Israeli case shows something different. In this ground-up analysis of the relationship between private security practices and the military, I investigate its constant negotiation by private security professionals through their identification with and differentiation from the military, whereby they reconfigure the meaning of military capital. This identity work should be understood, I propose, within the strongly militarist context of Israeli society, where military capital is highly valued. I argue that actors who exit the military system feel the need to demonstrate the added value of their work in the private sector in order for it to gain value in the light of the symbolic capital given to the military. I analyse these processes as leading to a new kind of militarism, which includes security skills and ideas about professionalism. Such an approach sheds new light on the ways in which security actors can actively reconfigure the workings of military capital in and outside the nation-state and produce a different kind of militarism.
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Introduction
Israeli security professionals identify with military know-how and experience, explicitly creating a connection with the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) while simultaneously distancing themselves from that same institution. One Israeli private security trainer told me that one ‘need[s] to re-educate former soldiers if you want them to do security work’ (Interview 1). Other security professionals I interviewed also emphasized the profound difference between doing ‘military’ and ‘security’ work in the Israeli context, often emphasizing the ‘right’ state of mind of former soldiers (as fighters), while pointing to their lack of appropriate technical skills. Such statements are remarkable, as the wider public discourse in Israel tends to make no distinction, portraying the military and other kinds of ‘security’ as closely related.
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Yet as in many other national contexts (see e.g. White, 2011), Israeli private security actors are also keen to emphasize their military past. Stressing one’s military background and skills (military capital) gives the work of a private security actor a sense of legitimacy and professionalism in the eyes of customers (see, for example, Joachim and Schneiker, 2014). Additionally, as in other ‘Western democracies’, Israeli companies underline a strong connection with the military as a ‘legitimation activity’ for an international audience and as a commercial and political tool (Loader and Walker, 2001; White, 2011). During my research on Israeli security professionals, this relationship was confirmed time and again, the idea being that those coming from the ranks – soldiers, officers and generals – ‘know “security”’ naturally and can capitalize on it as private security agents later on (Grassiani, 2016).

We thus see an ambivalent relationship between the military and security, which reveals an interesting paradox that demands a deeper look into its construction. I will examine this paradox by studying the identity work (Watson, 2008) of security professionals, arguing that while the logics of the military and private security worlds in the Israeli context are often perceived as completely compatible and blurred, security professionals themselves challenge such a view by portraying the relationship as more complex. They differentiate themselves from the military by emphasizing their unique skills as security professionals, while at the same time identifying with it as the institution in which they ‘grew up’. I propose that this is related to their positioning in a highly militarized society in which the military plays an important ordering role: they must frame their work in relation to the military; however, as they are no longer part of that sector, their work also needs to reflect a certain uniqueness.

Higate (2015) describes the process of rearticulating public security skills to private ones as ‘remilitarization’. While he analyses remilitarization mostly through embodiment, I find the term useful here to understand how Israeli private security professionals emphasize their professional skills and frame themselves as a different kind of (re)militarized actor, and in this way challenge the exclusive ‘military’ character of the capital needed to gain societal and professional standing. This process reveals the construction of a new kind of militarism that includes security as an important aspect.

My intention is to contribute to the growing corpus of knowledge on plural security provision that examines state and non-state security relations and the blurred boundaries between them by showing how, from a ‘ground-up level’, this blurriness is simultaneously resisted. In addition, I contribute to existing debates on identity work, which allows us to understand more about the role of security skills and military capital in a militarist society such as Israel, where military (combat) skills and experience are highly appreciated in terms of citizenship and status. Through this work, I offer new insights into how security actors and their practices can manipulate and alter militarist discourse both on a national level and on a personal and professional one.

I use ‘security’ here as an emic concept. Thus, I use it both in a way similar to that in which it is used by my informants and as a descriptive tool for the field of study. In Hebrew, the terminology used is ‘bitakhon’, which means both safety and security and is a core notion within the Israeli militarist discourse, and as such has great meaning for the security professionals I studied. However, I agree with Neocleous and Rigakos (2011), who warn about the ways in which the concept obscures ‘exploitation and alienation’ (p. 15) and is a dangerous illusion whose tyranny ‘is its insistence on the construction of the “other”’ (p. 18). ‘Security’, then, is a deeply political notion with which we should critically engage, both in terms of how our informants use it and in order to understand what such concepts can ‘do’ in practice.

Furthermore, I use the notion of militarism to indicate the larger context in which identity work takes place. My use of this concept is more in line with feminist thought that takes into account how ‘things military’ find their way into the everyday (Åhäll, 2016). While some frame militarism
as an ideology (see Eastwood, this issue), I focus on its sociological features (Stavrianakis and Selby, 2013). We can only understand security practices by placing them in their militarist context (see also Wibben, this issue), and hence this work can be understood as a ground-up analysis of the relationship between security and militarism. While militarism, in the Israeli case especially (see e.g. Levy, 2007), is often used to analyse the influence of the military and military ways of thinking on society, I aim to show how this concept can also encapsulate new ideas of (private) security as used by security actors to increase their social standing in a militarist context. We can then observe the emergence of a new kind of militarism, with remilitarized actors as its driving force. This reconfiguration of the content of military capital works, as I will show, both on a national and on a personal and professional level.

I collected the data analysed here over a period of 20 months (2015–2017) in Israel, Kenya and the USA. I interviewed approximately 50 senior male Israeli security professionals who trained guards, police officers and foreign security agents, and/or who worked as security consultants, both in Israel and abroad. It is exactly these actors who have a stake, I argue, in developing a professional identity in the private sphere after they leave the military or intelligence services. I also participated in some 15 security/defence fairs and two multiday security seminars in which the Israeli security system was explained to a mostly foreign audience, which offered me many insights into how professionals understand their relationship to the military and the ways in which they frame their professional skills as worthy within the Israeli context.

The article is structured as follows: I begin by introducing the Israeli military and security sector, after which I discuss the relevant theoretical debates. I then present my empirical material and analysis to show how the identity work of security actors in a militarist context produces a new form of militarism and remilitarized actors.

The Israeli military and the security sector

The military is one of the most influential institutions within Israeli society (Ben-Eliezer, 1998; Kimmerling, 1993; Lomsky-Feder and Ben-Ari, 2012). It is responsible for the protection of Israel from ‘external’ threats and terrorism, including from the Occupied Palestinian Territories, which have been under Israeli occupation since 1967. All Israeli Jews are conscripted into the military, and this active duty, especially in combat units, is repaid with a respected position in the social hierarchy of Israeli society.\(^3\) Military service in Israel is crucial for becoming a ‘good citizen’, according to a republican understanding of citizenship, which implies citizens’ participation in the state’s operations (the military in this case) (Levy, 2007; Levy et al., 2012). This type of citizenship has a distinct gender dimension, as men are accorded a higher status within society than women (Lomsky-Feder and Sasson-Levy, 2018). Not only do men receive a high social status in general (especially after serving as a combat soldier), but military experience also helps in their future careers, whether in a related field (such as security) or elsewhere. While much has been written about the Israeli military (e.g. Ben-Ari, 1998; Cohen, 1997; Grassiani, 2013; Kanaane, 2008; Levy, 2003) and Israeli militarism (e.g. Kimmerling, 1993; Kuntsman and Stein, 2015; Levy, 2007; Lomsky-Feder and Ben-Ari, 2012), surprisingly little has been written on the booming private security industry in the Israeli context. Exceptions are some works that focus on issues of (private) security (e.g. Grassiani, 2016; Konopinski, 2014; Ochs, 2011), but these often neglect the relationship to the military, with the exception of Sheffer and Barak’s (2013) work on the security network.

As a general rule, the longer one has served in the military, the higher one’s rank and/or the more combat prone one’s unit was, the higher the social status one receives. Importantly, and as Sheffer and Barak (2013) show, the boundaries between the public (military) and the private (security)
spheres are porous and blurred. Former military personnel are employed by old military contacts and continue to use their extensive professional and social networks in their new work environment. Thus, ‘the military serves as a pool that supplies private security’, as one security trainer stated pointedly during a class for foreign ‘students’ (Interview 2).

The deep belief in ‘security’ as an all-encompassing ideology is widespread in Israel, and all forces, public and private, are seen as working towards the same goal: securing Israeli society against terrorism (and other threats) (Ochs, 2011). Israel is thus a compelling case to help us investigate how ideas on security influence militarism through a ground-up analysis of security practices.

Within the Israeli context, going into the private security industry is a logical next step following military service. This industry is booming and diverse and consists, first, of private companies that advise clients, such as factories, ports and electricity companies, within and outside Israel (including the Occupied Territories) (Ronen, 2010). Second, there are companies that work as ‘temp agencies’, delivering personnel to companies that need security staff. These companies do not have in-house security expertise and only provide low-status security work, such as guards at shopping malls. Finally, there are a great number of advisers and consultants who work independently to advise public and private clients on a variety of security issues. A distinction, furthermore, is made between ‘defence’ companies that provide more military-like products (often to militaries and police forces around the world) and the ‘homeland security’ branch of this industry, which is more geared towards national security issues and protection. Both branches operate nationally and internationally, and their services often overlap.

In Israel, private security companies can train their own personnel, but often this training is outsourced to (private or semi-private) security colleges that offer trainings at different levels. The minimal training prepares personnel for ‘simple’ guarding jobs at an office, while the longest and hardest training allows a trainee to work as a guard at an Israeli embassy abroad, for example. Such colleges regularly cater to foreign customers, such as police officers or military staff from the USA, Europe or Africa.

**Military capital**

Military capital means that experiences, knowledge and status from the military become status-enhancing within a specific context or field (Bourdieu, 2002). These experiences then become capital that gives value to its carrier in places where the military is highly appreciated. Swed and Butler (2015: 126) explain military capital as the product of a ‘socialization process … which translates later into work skills, networks, and ethics … when those veterans become employed’. Henry (2015) uses a similar idea when showing how peacekeepers use their military background and experiences in order to secure work, while at the same time distancing themselves from that background in specific contexts. Israel is an example of a country where the military is very important in providing capital to citizens and where serving in (combat) units is regarded as preparing one for life itself.

As one trainer at a prestigious security college explained, ‘in our courses we get soldiers with experience who “are scratched all over the place [srutim]”, formed in the military. We need someone from the military with experience in life’. The trainer emphasized the importance of the ‘life experience’ of former soldiers, of having ‘seen things’ and experienced difficulties, for their work in the private security field (Interview 3). In other words, they can capitalize on their former military experiences. Moreover, it is not only individuals’ professionalism that is judged here in terms of military experience; Israel’s reputation as a nation-state also benefits from the image of its military. As an Israeli security consultant working in Nairobi for many years told me, ‘they [Kenyans] hear “Israel”, they are impressed. We are world-known specialists, because of our experience. We
were born into this situation. Everyone does military service. For us, it is natural” (Interview 4). This was confirmed by a Kenyan security professional during an interview in her office. She had worked with a few Israeli consultants for many years and said that ‘they have a “good background”. One was a brigadier in the IDF…. Israelis are very respected in the world of anti-terrorism’ (Interview 5).

In all of these examples, it is clear how important the military background of Israeli security actors is for their private careers, not least in a commercial sense, and for Israel’s reputation in itself as a security specialist. At the fairs that I frequented, security professionals flaunted their former military experience as a ‘unique selling point’ (Grassiani, 2016), and many technologies were sold carrying a ‘combat proven’ stamp – namely, that they had been successfully used by the IDF in real combat. Here the reputation of the materials is at stake, and their ‘military experience’ is used to demonstrate their worth.

I also show in this article, however, how private security actors challenge the narrow scope of military capital in Israel by stressing the value of their security skills – both in addition to and as separate from their military heritage. I thus use the concept of military capital to analyse the identity work of security professionals while they negotiate between their military backgrounds and capital and their new private careers in an effort to frame themselves as alternative, accepted and ‘better’ remilitarized actors (Higate, 2015).

**Plural security and identity work**

The main debates to which I contribute are those regarding the ‘plural security’ field, in which private and public security actors and their cooperation and blurring are investigated, along with scholarship on military and security identity work. The former mostly centres on so-called security assemblages (Abrahamsen and Williams, 2007), nodal frameworks (Shearing and Wood, 2003) or security networks (Dupont, 2014; Krahmann, 2005), and attempts to make sense of the ways in which different kinds of public and private security actors work together (or not) at an institutional level (Diphoorn and Grassiani, 2016). An example from the Israeli case, the above-mentioned work of Sheffer and Barak (2013) on the security network, is one of the rare examples that connects the spheres of the military and private security, showing how closely connected and virtually inseparable they are.

While I recognize the importance of analysing how blurring occurs between different actors and institutions, and of understanding how different ‘nodes’ or groups work together, this tells us little about how actors (try to) influence such processes themselves. I thus go beyond this network analysis to investigate how professional identities are (re)constructed by private security actors as they reconfigure the workings of military capital ‘on the ground’.

The second important debate that I engage with is on military and security identity work and the ways in which actors juggle different identities according to varying rationales. The identity work of individuals includes ‘influenc[ing] the various social-identities which pertain to them in the various milieux in which they live their lives’ (Watson, 2008: 129). This idea is extensively used in studies on military identity work (e.g. Lomsky-Feder and Rapoport, 2003; Maringira et al., 2015) that concern themselves with, for example, internal identity work in the military, police or other state institutions. Here, I limit myself to discussion of studies that engage with how past military experience and the accompanying skills of veterans are used or downplayed in other careers, mostly in private security.

Scholarly work on veterans and their ‘mobility’ into the private security sphere has been mostly discussed in studies on former combatants in African states who are ‘demobilized’ and subsequently find their way into the private security sector (Christensen, 2017; Maringira, 2015). There is also a body of work that focuses on different security identities that can be ‘played on', often
relating to past military service. Berndtsson (2011), for instance, shows how Swedish private security professionals use or downplay the military background of their employees according to their clients’ wishes. Joachim and Schneiker (2014: 248) conducted similar work on this role ‘play’ and distinguish three different ‘characters’ that private security (and military) companies draw from dynamically: ‘the military, the business manager and the humanitarian’. Focusing on peacekeepers, Henry (2015: 383) shows how military experience is used on the one hand to secure work, but also downplayed on the other in order for individuals to ‘present themselves as simple and ordinary citizens of the nation state’.

Kruck and Spencer (2013) focus on the influence of negative media narratives on the self-narratives of private security companies. Whereas private security actors are often portrayed as ‘incompetent cowboys, exploiting war profiteers … and/or dirty mercenaries’ in the media, the companies portray themselves as ‘technical and military experts, professional businessmen … and proud patriots’ (p. 328), again using military experience strategically. This also occurred among the US and British military contractors studied by Higate (2011), who connects their identity work to issues of national identity and the perceived professional attitudes attached to it.

These studies show how the military background of private security employees becomes simultaneously a form of capital and something to distance oneself from according to the context. With the exception of Higate’s work, most of the reasons given for this ‘juggling’ are commercial by nature, and all are strongly related to the audience that the security actors face – often clients to whom they want to sell their goods.

Israeli private security professionals identify themselves as professionals and experts in ways similar to those outlined in the above-mentioned studies. However, while in the works discussed above the reasons given for different sorts of identity work are mostly commercial (to facilitate customers) or political (to appear more legitimate in the eyes of the public), I argue that Israeli professionals’ identity work should be understood in terms of their efforts to claim a space in the militarized ‘playing field’ of Israeli society. They frame their professional identity by appealing to the unique skill set that sets them positively apart from their military counterparts, while still relying on their military past to provide them with capital and social status. This points, I believe, to a complex relationship vis-à-vis the military, an institution that they were once part of, that has ‘readied’ them for their current work, and in which members are often defined as ‘family’ or ‘comrades’ (see e.g. Ben-Ari, 1998). As private security professionals, however, they engage in a continuous negotiation of the boundaries between both worlds, between feelings of belonging and a need for differentiation. Showing that they have something different from and, importantly, better than what their military counterparts might offer, I argue, is necessary for them to receive their desired societal and professional status in a context where the military has such strong ordering power. This can therefore be seen as a differentiated kind of militarism that includes security beyond its purely military characteristics, as I will outline in the following.

**Identity work: Between identification and differentiation**

In this section I set out the ways in which security actors reconfigure the workings of military capital to include security skills and construct themselves as remilitarized actors with a prestige similar to that of other military actors.

**Identification: The possibilities of military capital**

When private security professionals identify with their military past or that of their trainees, practical military skills are not seen as particularly relevant. They rather emphasize specific ‘mind-sets’
or ‘attitudes’, referring to the perceived general experience that soldiers accumulate. Such ideas are based on an ‘ideal’ type of soldier: a patriotic, efficient and disciplined man; a good person with particular ways of thinking and working, who knows what it means to ‘give’ for his country. One person speaking at an event for the Israeli private security industry spoke about the traits of a ‘security guard’ and emphasized that ‘military service is very important for the personality of a person’ (Interview 6, emphasis added). This is a good example of how military skills are often evaluated as ‘personality enhancing’. I suggest that this use of military capital is related to a specific idea about good citizenship in a militarized context. An Israeli security manager working in a Kenyan shopping mall spoke passionately about the influence of military experience:

It is different than in the US or other places. In the US, military [service] is not mandatory, but in Israel it is. When I was in the military, I faced different things; you become older sooner. Most Israelis are therefore wiser in life; you have life experience. You experience security as kids; you learn about it from your parents, about looking out for suspicious people. There is the security thought. Afterwards you go into the military. There you become disciplined; you become patriotic. You are experienced even if you are very young. You are born into it. (Interview 7)

In combination with having been brought up in Israel, a place that has experienced much violence and terror, military service is very influential according to these security professionals, but not in the way one would necessarily expect. A security trainer at a security college in central Israel agreed. He emphasized that the most important issue here, also distinguishing it from other security concepts elsewhere, is to have a specific mentality or ‘way of thinking’ (Interview 3). There is a strong feeling that this is specific to Israeli professionals, who, unlike those in other countries, put their lives on the line. Israelis are thought to be ‘raised’ in this way and thus socialized to do anything for the security of others.

We thus see how important the military past is for these former servicemen, but interestingly not in terms of military skills. This importance is rather focused on discipline, personality and having a specific mentality, and relates to notions of good citizenship gained by serving in the military and showing commitment to the state’s endeavours and values. This points to a ‘regular’ kind of militarized actor who benefits from military capital in a classical sense, which is also the case in the next example that deals with nostalgia.

After having organized and taught a course on Israeli security in cooperation with a private security college, one trainer conveyed to me over coffee that ‘being there [at the college, with other trainers] really reminded [him] of the military’ (Interview 2). During the course and while talking to this trainer on other occasions, I noticed that his speech was filled with nostalgia about ‘back then’, and how being around other Israeli security professionals who spoke ‘the same language’ seemed to allow him to relive something of the comradeship he had known during his days of military service. I witnessed comparable emotions at security events in Israel, where security professionals who knew each other from their military careers treated one another as ‘buddies’ and called each other by nicknames that were remnants from those days.

Such feelings of nostalgia for past days in the military, I suggest, are a way for private security professionals to identify with that institution. Standing outside the military establishment, they still have a strong emotional bond to it that goes beyond commercial goals. Nevertheless, they also need to form their own distinct professional identity in order to confirm their new societal position and establish that they have added value in a context that respects the military so highly. In the next subsection, I show how security actors’ differentiation from the military points to a new sort of remilitarized actor who challenges the constraints of the classical workings of military capital in Israeli society and as such configures it.
Differentiation from the military: Skilled professionals

One way in which private security professionals distance themselves from the military institution is by using a ‘common language’ that is not used in the military. One professional spoke of a ‘sheet of music’ that everyone knows and recognizes (Interview 2); they use a particular terminology concerning procedures, risks and modes of operation. An important concept, for example, is the ‘DAPA’ or MO (modus operandi) of the enemy, a concept that professionals use in all security functions. Another saying I came across time and again was the idea of the fisherman and the hunter. Within this construction, the Israeli security agent is a hunter; he is ready at all times, focused, and will attack when needed. Other security agents, often from other countries such as European and African states, are perceived as fishermen: they will sit and wait for something to happen, and only then spring into action. Using such concepts and sayings creates a sense of community among private security professionals and sets them apart from their military counterparts in terms of language and modes of operation.

Besides language, security professionals place an emphasis on the differences in skills between military and security personnel. As shown earlier, professionals state that a military background is crucial for becoming a security guard or specialist. Nevertheless, actual practical skills are not part of this discourse, and this lies at the heart of the perceived differences.

To illustrate the difference between what soldiers in the military can do and what are important skills for a security guard, one senior security trainer told a group of foreign student-clients about a serious event within the aviation industry. He spoke to the fascinated group about an Israeli carrier that was waiting at an airport in Cyprus in the early 1970s. Even then, there was already strict security on Israeli flights due to multiple hijackings, and the trainer gave the group the profiles of the security guards on duty. One guard had served in the IDF without much combat experience and almost did not pass the guards’ training at all. The second guard came from a very prestigious special combat unit and had served as an officer; he had had ‘many engagements with the enemy’, was very fit and passed his guards’ training easily. The security trainer used this example to show how a military background and the supposed associated skills are not necessarily relevant for good security work, because in practice, when terrorists attacked the airplane in Cyprus, the first guard had acted swiftly and with confidence, while the second one, with all his military capital, had failed miserably and blacked out. With this example, the trainer attempted to show that a military background can be important but is not necessarily practical for security work, which can be much more demanding (Interview 3).

Differentiating between the importance of military service and crucial security skills, private security trainers emphasize issues of a practical nature (see also Higate, 2015). One example is the different use of weapons and shooting ranges. In private security work, one needs to know how to use short weapons (such as handguns), while these are hardly ever used by the military and (former) soldiers, who therefore lack such skills. Furthermore, the shooting range is short in the case of private security work, where a threat can be waiting in the middle of a (civilian) crowd, whereas soldiers in the military learn to shoot from a much longer range. Another skill set that private security professionals distinguish as typical for their work relates to their speed of operation: soldiers work slowly and can take cover, while security guards need to act very quickly. As one trainer said while moving quickly through the classroom: ‘in security you will be surprised, you have to be ready in a second … in the military, you initiate, you engage. Different mind-set, [in security work] you are ready, adrenaline’ (Interview 3).

From these examples, it becomes clear that these professionals draw a clear distinction between their security skills and their military expertise, emphasizing the superior nature of the former. They frame security work as being more difficult and demanding, pointing to a way of framing
their professionalism as valuable in relation to the military ideal, and work to reconfigure existing military capital to include it.

A further discursive strategy of differentiation between private security and military work that I found is the notion of the lone fighter versus working in a team or group. Security trainers emphasize that in the military soldiers work in groups where everyone has his own role and responsibility, whereas in private security every security guard is on his own and is expected to take complete responsibility. One security professional wrote in his booklet *Israeli Security Concepts* about the ‘security warrior’ who is ‘ready and willing to counter violence and aggression with a greater level of violence and aggression’—one needs to ‘prevent and deter’ (Machine, 2014: 7). Another security trainer spoke about the ‘spirit of the fighter’ to indicate the state of mind that a good security guard needs (Interview 8). The ideas of the ‘warrior’ and the ‘fighter’ are of course closely related to what we imagine a good soldier to be, but they are used here to emphasize the individual power that a security guard must have and the fact that this requires many more skills than those of a soldier.

The security trainers I spoke to emphasized the specific skills of a security agent as ‘one against the rest’. A security agent, they repeated again and again, has to operate as though he were alone, even though most agents also work in a group. As one trainer explained, ‘[when something happens] everyone engages. Also when you are in a group, you think as if you are the only one! Fight like you are the only one who understands the situation. First fight (then think)’. He continued to explain: ‘we fight on 100%, then think about “later”. Everything is on you [as a private security officer]. This strategy has helped Israel’ (Interview 3). This idea differs from soldiering experiences that are based on the idea of working together as a unit, where everyone gives the other backing. This idea gives the ‘lone fighter’ or ‘security warrior’ a very heroic aura of one against all (enemies).

A final issue that came up time and again when security professionals discussed the limitations of the military concerns the different threats that soldiers and security guards can face. One of these was, perhaps unsurprisingly, a very one-dimensional enemy figure, often just called ‘the enemy’, ‘the bad guy’ or ‘the terrorist’. One trainer even told me that he did not need to know what kind of ‘bad guy’ it was, be it criminal or terrorist, since the procedures are the same (Interview 1). For security guards the idea of the terrorist is very important, but it seems, especially when communicating Israeli security skills to a wider (foreign) audience, that the same tactics are applicable to all kinds of situations. The enemy is presented as an unproblematic category, supposedly clear to everyone.

To explain the vast disparity between the experiences of threats by soldiers and security guards, the different context in which each work was mentioned. While the soldier, it is said, will find himself in situations of combat during which ‘the enemy’ is very clearly recognizable, the security guard must deal with much more ambivalent and unclear situations within the civil arena. Most security trainers believe that the main threat for the security guard (at least within Israel) is the terrorist. Such a terrorist could be anyone and will hide among the masses. The difficulty for a security guard as opposed to a soldier is the lack of rules of engagement and the immense risk for civilians: ‘when you are in “enemy territory”’, one security trainer said, ‘the population is different…. When you are a security guard, you have to deal with a civilian population’ (Interview 3).

Related to these threats was also the role of the security guard as perceived by ‘the enemy’. In the logic of security professionals, a security guard would never be the target of a terrorist or other kind of attacker: as security guards, they protect others who are the target. As one trainer put it, ‘the target of a terrorist is everyone but security!’ (Interview 3). On the other hand, as a soldier you are the target yourself, as you, supposedly, stand vis-à-vis enemy soldiers aiming to kill you. A final related issue was described by the same trainer, who said that ‘the enemy uses all the weapons they
can … [and] in a civil context have the advantage. Security personnel have much fewer weapons [than soldiers]’ (Interview 3).

All of these ideas, which show the urgency and importance of security work, are, I argue, part of an effort to frame private security professionals as offering unique skills and as being worthy of a special space in Israeli society, not only as former military professionals, but as deserving of status in their own right. While their past military experience remains valuable, by emphasizing their unique security skills as additional capital, these actors become remilitarized as they shift from the military into the private security sphere.

Conclusion

In this article, I have offered insights into the relationship between Israeli private security professionals and the Israeli military. On the one hand, private security professionals speak warmly about the military and the importance of having a military background, while on the other they actively make a distinction between their own profession and the military. In a militarist context that does not make a distinction between public and private security logics. Security professionals, through identity work, (re)negotiate this relationship using (discursive) practices of identification and differentiation in which they frame their worthiness for Israel as a nation under threat by emphasizing their unique, superior skill set beyond their military background. Thus, by emphasizing the importance of military experience, in combination with their professional security skills, they reconfigure the workings of military capital in the Israeli context.

These insights are important as they take us beyond the idea of the blurring of public and private spheres in a plural security landscape to see the ways in which this reality is experienced and reacted on by private security professionals. We see how a different kind of militarism emerges when security skills are negotiated by security professionals as part of the workings of military capital in society. Security can then become a driving force in the construction of a new kind of militarism within militarist societies in which security skills are becoming increasingly important.
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Notes

1. It is important to note that this is actively avoided when dealing with customers who are less ‘charmed’ by dealing with an Israeli company. In these cases, the ‘Israeli connection’ is hidden from public view.
2. Anthropologists use the terms ‘emic’ and ‘etic’ to distinguish between the way in which research participants use concepts and the way in which the researcher uses them in his or her analysis.
3. Orthodox Jews were exempted from military service for many years but are now gradually being drafted; see Kershner (2017).
4. Such ‘students’ participating in private security courses are in reality potential clients.
5. In comparison with other countries, the police in Israel have a relatively low status, and accordingly I do not include them here.
Many international anti-militarization groups oppose such exchanges. See, for example, Global Research (2014) and Occupy Observations (2014).

The way in which the enemy is portrayed by these professionals is remarkable, as Israeli soldiers have been dealing with civilians and asymmetrical warfare for more than a decade.
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